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the impact of ParalparaiparallelismparallehsparallelslehSM A rationale for
teaching parallel structure at all ESL levels
by michael G marler

francis christensen has created almost there was fear nervous and worried in
a cult following with his advocacy of the me trying to figure out what my mothers
cumulative sentence his essay extolling reaction would be
the virtues of right branch modification has while it is grammatically acceptable though
been repeatedly anthologized and his not idiomatic to say there was fear in me it
theoretical analysis has been adopted by one is not grammatically acceptable to say there
text writer after another 1 yet if we can was nervous in me or there was worried in
believe robert L walker 1970 the cum-
ulative

me syntactically we must either convert
sentence is neither the most com-

mon
nervous to nervousness and worried to

nor the most fundamental of the worry
rhetorical schemes those honors accord-
ing there was fear nervousness and worryto walker must go to parallelism

in me
even if walker is not right and my

or since this option is not idiomatic we mustpurpose here is neither to support nor I1

transform the there was in me structurechallenge his research the prevalence of to an I1 was predicate adi structureparallelism is not hard to understand it
can occur at virtually any point in the I1 was fearful nervous and worried
english sentence and can be used in a while the first part of the sentence is now
multitude of ways for as many purposes syntactically and idiomatically acceptable
unfortunately most texts even in ESL there are problems remaining in the second
consign parallelism to the realm of style part
yet style is in fact the least important of I1 was fearful nervous and worried
the in which it the sentenceways impacts on trying to figure out what my mothers
style counts for little in a sentence which reaction would be
is syntactically or semantically unacceptable
or where lack of clarity makes comprehen-
sion

in this form the deep structure of the
difficult second half would read 1I was trying

but does this express the relationship which
the first of this article then willpart could be made clear between the first and

examine four in whichways parallelism second parts of the sentence the tense
affects writing syntax semantics clarity is inappropriate and the time relationship
and the discussion will be from thestyle is implied rather than stated by bringing
vantage point of ESL writing for even 1the subject I to the surface structure
though the points made will apply to all and shifting to the simple past tense both
writers of english they will have particular changes improving parallelism in the surface

for second studentsapplication language structure and by linking the two parts ofwho are experiencing syntactic and semantic the sentence with a clear time expression
in their the secondproblems writing part as the sentence becomes

of the article will be devoted to areas of
ESL pedagogical concern with constraints I1 was fearful nervous and worried
and implications as I1I1 tried to figure out what my mothers

reaction would be

it could of course be argued that the
parallelism introduced in the second half

parallelism and syntax of the sentence is stylistic optional not
since parallelism is a structural device illustrative of syntactic necessity my point

its impact on syntax should not be surprising would be that the parallelism in the first
consider the following sentence2sentencedsentence 2 part is clearly a case of syntactic necessity
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and that making those changes first can thinking of someone else and for someone
help us see where further parallelism would else are two different mental processes
be helpful syntactic necessity here pre-
cedes

but who is to say what the student meant
style of course the context may provide the

answer in which case we move on or mental-
ly

parallelism and semantics correct the text and credit the student
in the sentence which follows there with a semantic error but what if the text

is no problem with syntactic necessity is vague we then go to the syntax for help
yet the sentence is clearly in need of cor-
rection

given the first part of the sentence

I1 was thinking only of myself1I think the american people tend to eat
too much meat and less vegetables LI A

and the second linkerthe problem is that the student has
selected the wrong linker in any parallel and not
structure there are at least three parts 12
two or more statements 1 I will label them we expect the parallelism to be completedABC etc and one or more linkers L
or LIll11 and 12L the linker indicates the I1 was thinking only of myself and not
exact relationship between the statements of anyone else
in the above sentence the second linker less the problem is that there is no syntacticis unacceptable it does not collocate with
the first linker too much the appropriate or semantic necessity here only expecta-

tioncollocation is too much li with not and expectations are often violated

enough la12l2 and why not simply be-
cause

for good reasons in this case and others

the two part 12 is parallel with the
two part LI and not simply because not michael G marlermadermarier currently on ex-

changeenough has been linked through idiomatic with the provoprove utah campus
ity to too much but because less does not of brigham young university taught
semantically communicate as much inform-
ation

at BYU hawaii campus from 1978
as not enough to 1982 where he coordinated the

freshman composition program and
the semantic value of linkers can be the english skills center

seen even more clearly in this next example

that room was not air conditioned
than this one like it if the discourse context is vague

L an ambiguous parallelism can only result
in frustration for the reader

the linker than relates semantically to a
11 the of parallelism on clarity canmore or less situation whereas the sen-
tence

impact
also be in this next sentencecontext provides a similar or dis-

similar
seen

situation the need here is for the NA child may be low in his academic
linker like A

that room was not air conditioned work for several days and some
like this one L

L days his work is considered high
B

parallelism and clarity what exactly and parallelism encourages
lack of clarity is inevitable whenever demands exactness is the relationship

syntactic or semantic necessity are violated between several days in statement A and
however it is possible for a sentence to be some days in statement B do the some
syntactically and semantically acceptable days fall before or after the several days
yet lack desired clarity due to faulty paral-
lelism

or both why are different category words
consider the following sentence used several being more specific and count-

able1I was thinking only of myself and not some being more general and non
for anyone else countable if this lack of clarity had been
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worked out the stylistic weakness of placing hotels in hawaii are large and fancy
statement A in the active and statement B A L B

in the passive might also have been avoided on the other hand if the student were an
on some days a childs academic perform-
ance

intermediate or advanced student he could
may be low yet on other days it be shown how to complete the comparative

may be high form successfully and be encouraged to try
or additional parallelisms

hotels in hawaii are larger and fan-
afor several days a childs academic

C D
performance may be low and then for 12
several more days it may be high cier than hotels in samoa

LIll11 B

technically of course the inconsisten-
cies

homes in hawaii are bigger and more
in the original sentence are not violations expensive than homes in samoa

of syntax or semantics the sentence is roads in laie are wider and better
grammatical and the student could argue maintained than roads in abiaapia
that each word expressed the intended in either case whether the parallelism is
meaning my point would be that a refonreform-
ulation

n simplified for the beginner or extended for
based on parallelism would produce the more advanced student it will have

a sentence with greater clarity as well as one done much to improve the expressiveness
with acceptable syntax and semantic values of the writer and the pleasure of the reader
of course such a reformulation would re-
quire the student to choose between count to this point I1 have focucocufocuseded on four
ability and non countability but then if primary ways in which paralle4smparallelism impacts
this would truly compromise what the on writing in particular I1 have tried to
student is wishing to say the original is demonstrate that parallelism should not
inappropriate as well because it suggests just be a structural device we resort to in
parallelism even though it doesnt effectively an effort to help students polish their
work it out and this is a point in itself writing once they have reached an advanced
parallelism at its best is not something that level and mastered the more basic skills
gets imposed on written expression often I1 have tried to show that parallelism itself
the idea to be expressed reaches out for is basic
parallelism as the only appropriate structure my next concern is with pedagogy for
that will communicate the desired meaning if parallelism is basic it ought to be taught

throughout the ESL curriculum however
parallelism and style if it is to be taught effectively teachers

this brings the discussion to the point will need to be aware of and pay due respect
where too many texts begin with parallel-
ism

to certain pedagogical implications or
used not to improve the grammaticality constraints arising out of the very nature

the meaning or the clarity of a piece of of parallelism and the nature of second
writing but its style unfortunately since language learning 3

these other matters may be more critical skills level
in enhancing or inhibiting communication the first of these implications or con-

straintsthe teacher be tempted with ele-
mentary

may
straints relates to the difficulty of managing

and intermediate students to two mental activities at one time theforget how easily beparallelism can taught manipulation of content indand the manipula-
tion

and how much it can affect the quality of of structure ESL students at all levels
even a simple sentence for example have difficulty doing both of these at one

hotels in hawaii are larger and fancy time one principle to keep in mind is that
A L B the level of complexity in the parallelism

if the student were a beginner who had taught should match the level of the students
wandered into the use of a comparative competence As carolyn kessler 1972
structure which was too difficult to handle points out structures involving rank
properly the sentence could be written shifts certain types of embeddingsbeddingsem and
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complex sets of nonmorphemicmorphemicnon rules would clearly taught and related to the communi-
cativethen be placed among those introduced needs here for example are five

late in a course of instruction typical parallel structures
A second principle to keep in mind is 1 A is greater than or less than B

that when teaching beginners it will be 2 A is added to or removed from B

best to provide either the content or the 3 A is similar to or dissimilar to B
structure rather than requiring them to 4 A is in harmony or disharmony with B
manipulate both at once of course if 5 A is equal or not equal to B
exercises to the stu-
dents

are kept appropriate only when students realize that these struc-
turesskills level the student can be eased will often correspond with thoughts

into doing both at the teachers discretion and feelings they may wish to express will
however the need for caution arises from they internalize themthe nature of avoidance strategies students
adopt when a task becomes too difficult this point of view is supported in part by
outside the classroom the student may an observation on reading phenomena by
simply choose to avoid parallelism alto-
gether

ulijnklijn his research he says indicates that
opting for easier though less effective the mind prefers conceptual analysis to

ways to express himself parallelism may syntactic and resorts to syntactic only when
remain a classroom activity done under the conceptual or semantic information is

duress rather than one willingly practiced inadequate ulijnklijn 19781112197811 12 if this is

until acquisition occurs also true in writing students will be much
more concerned with the selection ofanother of avoidance relates toaspect vocabulary than with the syntactical arrange-
mentthe of simplification accordingprocess of the vocabulary the challenge

to jain 1969 and bertkua 19744 sim-
plification then will be to show that the syntactical

is the process of shortening arrangement itself can have a conceptualgeneralizing or in some way simplifying semantic functionorenglish sentence structure it is according
to these authors the single most important

before leaving the concept of functionalprocess underlying the strategy of an adult
speaking a second language bertkuaBertkua 1974 value I1 would like to make one other
284 while both their studies deal with observation most of the texts I1 have seen

spoken language it is not difficult to see treat parallelism only in terms of style and

the implications for written language and in then as if the goal were to produce grand
particular for parallelism sentences they orators or rhetoricians for example they
tell us are simplified in one of two ways select excerpts from lincolnsLincolns gettysburg
the learner 1 substitutes a simpler andor address churchillschurchilleChurchills world war 11II broad-

castsshorter construction at the sentence or and john PF kennedyskennedyaKennedys presidential
inaugural address it is doubtful howeverclause level or 2 overgeneralizesgeneralizesover verb

morphology and eliminates functor words that these types of examples reflect the
at the word level bertkuaBertkua 1974248 communicative functional needs of most
either of these simplification ESL writers most ESL students will have

could be fatal to parallelism
processes

little need for the highly styled prose of
battle speeches or inaugural addresses
their needs are more personal more prac-
ticalfunctional value and less dramatic it is doubtful

another pedagogical implication is that they will be motivated by such foreign
selecting the appropriate level of complexity samples of a foreign language instead
in parallelism will not be enough to guarantee I1 suggest the ESL teacher begin imme-

diatelyits use and acquisition students will not to collect his own samples from his
choose to use parallelism outside the own students papers if parallelism is in
classroom in creative independent pro-
duction

fact the most common and the most
unless they are aware of and fundamental rhetorical scheme in the

appreciate its functional communicative language as walker claims adequate samples
value for this reason I1 suggest that the will not be hard to find and they will
semantic value of the linkers should be truly be functional
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correcting parallelism in written work 2 the sentences used as examples in both
my last point in this part of the article the text and appendix have been taken from

may seem contradictory to what I1 have been papers of ESL students in freshman com-
positiontrying to maintain throughout the article courses at BYU HC errors not

I1 have been trying to secure for parallelism related to parallelism have been corrected
what I1 see as its rightful place in the ESL in the student sample to prevent their acting
curriculum a place of importance alongside as distractorsdistractors
vocabulary enrichment and basic grammar
however they are taught nevertheless

3 the language learning concepts presented
when it comes to the correction of written in this part of the paper have already been
work it seems that at least for purposes of established by recent linguistic research
grading which inevitably leads to penalizing my purpose is not so much to help establish

the concepts as it is to them withfor errors the focus should be clearly on present
grammar and mechanics if students violate a special focus on parallelism to help
syntactic or semantic necessity while trying assure that when parallelism is taught
to employ parallelism or if their faulty potential problems are avoided
parallel structures inhibit clear expression 41n4 in her article an analysis of englishthe errors should be noted and appropriate learner speech jana svoboda bertkuaparallelisms suggested but such errors presents her own research and commentsshould not be penalized an overly strict on jains
approach to grading will almost certainly paper

encourage avoidance and inhibit fluency

in conclusion there are many benefits referenceswhich can come from teaching parallelism
which I1 have not discussed for one reason bertkuaBertkua jana svoboda 1974 an analysisor another they have seemed outside the of english learnerfocus of this article they include such speech language

learning 24241242 2 279286279 286opportunities as a functional way to teach
a feel for the english sentence and with christensen francis 1969 A generalit more accurate more appropriate punc-
tuation

rhetoric of the sentence in the nortontuation a natural approach to vocabulary reader rev ed new york W Wdiscrimination and enhancement along with norton
improved control over word family groups
and a meaningful way to help students hartwell patrick and robert H bentley
improve cohesiveness in their writing in 1982 open language A new college
a discipline presenting so many difficulties rhetoric new york oxford university
to even the willing anxious learner can press
teachers afford to neglect a skill which can
carry with it so many benefits jain M P 1969 error analysis of an

indian english corpus unpublished
paper university of edinburgh

notes kessler carolyn 1972 syntactic contrasts
in child bilingualism language learning
222222 221230221 230francisfrancis christensensChristen sens essay A general

rhetoric of the sentence can be found ulijnklijn M M 1978 conceptualization incomplete in the revised edition of the second language reading paperraperpaponnorton reader new york W W norton pre-
sented at the fifth international congressand co inc 1969 a current incorporation of applied linguistics montreal canadaof christensensChristen cumulativesens sentence rhetoric ERIC ED 171 110can be found in a 1982 text by patrick

hartwell and robert H bentley open walker robert L 1970 the common
language A new college rhetoric new writer a case for parallel structure
york oxford university press ppap 230-
231

college composition and communication
214 373379373 379
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APPENDIX additional sentence examples

A syntactic necessity

1 they can be classified briefly into I11 they can be classified briefly into
three groups they are screamer s-

ia
three groups they are the screamers

B A
lentertenter and talker the talkers and the silent ones

B L C B L C

2 im not only selling tickets but 2 im not only selling tickets but also
LIll11 A 12 LIll11 A 12

also answer all my customerscustomersquesques answering all my customers questions
12 B B

tionseions

3 in our tongan customs it is rare to find 3 in our tongan customs it is rare to find
a girl going out and dates alone a girl going out and dating alone

A L B A L B

4 the current was so strong it could 4 the current was so strong it could have
carry a canoe and crushed to pieces carried a canoe to the bottom of the

A L B A
at the bottom of the ocean ocean and crushed it to pieces at the

L B

bottom of the ocean

B semantic necessity

5 whatever she says or how she acts 5 whatever she says or however she
A L B A L B

she never loses her charm acts she never loses her charm

6 in conjunction with a mental growth 6 in conjunction with your mental
L A L A

your physical appearance changes too growth your physical appearance
B A B

changes too

C syntactic semsemanticantic necessity

7 money is a problem to everyone 7 money is a problem to everyone but
A A L

but it is more effective in my family it is especially a problem in my family
L B B

8 he is stronger and more mature than 8 he is stronger and more mature than
A L A L

his age others his age
B
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9 the way we were seated in the clas-
sa

9 the way we were seated in the clas-
sa

room was much different from the room there was much different from
L B A L

way we have here in this classroom the way we are seated here
B B

D clarity

10 young and mature differ from each 10 the differences in youth and matur-
iaA

othersowithother so with freshman and graduate ty are reflected in freshmen and
L B L B

graduates
B

E style

11 many elementary teachers as well 11 many elementary and secondary
A L A L B

as the secondary school teachers school teachers teach only to satisfy
L B LIll11 C
teach only to satisfy their needs their own needs rather than to

LIll11 C C 12 D
rather than satisfying students satisfy the needs of their students

12 D D
needs

D




